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A third grade class listens to a Ranger Parks broadcast

Nature study corner in a third grade classroom. The science and nature
study works of this class for the year was built around the Ranger Parks series.
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To the Teacher:
This manual is intended to help you make effective use of the Ranger
Parks broadcasts in supplementing and enriching your regular curriculum.
A little time spent in preparation for the program will open the way to a
better understanding of the subject matter and create an atmosphere of
expectancy and attentive listening. If pupils have a background knowledge
of the subject to be covered they will find the programs far more rewarding
and interesting.
The Ranger Parks "school-of-the-air" broadcasts started in the spring
of 1951 with 12 programs which were broadcast by 8 radio stations in South
Carolina. During the 1951-52 school year 31 new programs were presented
over 10 radio stations. The programs for the/ 1952-53 school year will be
broadeast according to the schedule on the following page.
We earnestly invite your comments and suggestions about these programs so that we can make them interesting for you and your students and
more useful for teaching purposes.
It is our purpose 1) to teach the relationships and interdependence
of things in nature; 2) to teach conservation through an appreciation of
nature; 3) to help our listeners find more and more of their pleasures in
the outdoors at South Carolina's State Parks or elsewhere.
How to spend leisure hours pleasantly and profitably is becoming
recognized as a function of education. Maybe we'd not go so far as the
poet did in his "Advice to a Scholar,' 'but we might accept it with modification:
Come ,close the book! Put dusty doctrines by;
Leave pale philosophies their futile creed.
A brook-a hili-a wood-a wind-swept sky
Hold more of wisdom human hearts may need.
We hope that you will use your State Parks as out-of-door dassrooms
and as places for quiet, satisfying recreation. Join us there and on the air.
Very truly yours,

Your State Park Ranger
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RANGER PARKS PROGRAMS
Program No.
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
.1,

71

WEEK OF
Oct. 21
28
Nov. 4
11
18
25
Dec.
2
9

16
23
30
Jan.
6
13
20
27
Feb.
3
10
17
24
::\1arch 3
10
17
24
31
.April 7
14
21
28
May
5
12

TITLE
Hello There
Beachcombing Is Fun
Plant Hitch Hikers
Nature's Fliers and Gliders
Caterpillars and Cocoons
Wings of Beauty
The Man Behind The Tree
Meet Smokey Bear
Christmas Greens A n d Christmas
Greetings
(No Program)
(No Program)
Legend of the Twelve Months
The First South Carolinians
How Animals Live in Winter
Terrariums as a Hobby
"Water, Water Everywhere
"
Rain on the Roof
Let's Talk Turkey
Snakes Alive
Little Sir Echo
The World's Oldest Paper Factory
Trees With Beards
Green Magic
Birds Are Good Neighbors
Plant Untouchables
Fish by the Million
Golden Nectar
John James Audubon
Wild Flowers Along the Trail
Ranger Park's Nature Quiz

TIME
STATION
DAY
Columbia
9:45 A. M. WIS
Tuesday
9:45A.M. WFIG Sumter
Tuesday
9:30 A. M. WUSN Charleston
Tuesday
10:00 A. M. WORD Spartanburg
Tuesday
10:00 A. M. WGTN Georgetown
Tuesday
10:30 A. M. WCRS Greenwood
Tuesday
11:30 A. M. WJMX Florence
Tuesday
2:15 P. M. WTND Orangeburg
Tuesday
Schedule to be announced W AIM Anderson
Schedule to be announced WGCD Chester
Schedule to be announced WUSC-FM Columbia

FREQUENCY
560 & FM ( 94.5 MC)
1340
1450
910 & FM (100.5 MC)
1400
1450 & FM ( 95.7 MC)
970
1270
1230 & FM (101.1 MC)
1490
FM ( 89.9 MC)

Due to commercial and network conflicts, stations may find it necessary to change above schedule. Consult local station or local newspaper for
proper time and day.
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Program 44

HELLO THERE!
"The world is so full of a number of things,
I'm sure we should all be as happy as kings."
Robert Louis Stevenson

GETTING READY:
This program series began with 12 programs presented during the
1950-51 school year. The series was continued during the 1951-52 school
year with 31 programs carried by 10 radio stations in the state. The response to these programs by school children, teachers, and parents was most
gratifying. It is hoped that the new series of 28 programs to be presented
during the 1952-53 school year will be interesting and informative.
The programs are designed for classroom listening and this teacher's
manual has been prepared to help you and your class get more out of the
programs, and to give you suggestions for integrating these programs with
the courses in social studies, mathematics, and language arts in your curriculum.
WE LISTEN:
Ranger Parks says hello again to his old friends and welcomes new
listeners to these "school-of-the-air" broadcasts.
He reviews some of the programs presented previously and gives a
preview of the subjects to be covered in future broadcasts.
FOLLOWING UP:
Can you suggest ways that these radio programs can be fitted into
your school work? Ranger Parks will be glad to hear from you. Do you
want to plan to hear these programs each week? Appoint a committee to
see that a radio is available at the right time each week to hear the
broadcasts.
READ:
The scope of these programs is so broad, and so many books and periodicals on science and nature study are available that it is impossible to
list them all.
Your school library probably has a section or shelf of books dealirw
with insects, plants, animals ,stars and the many other things of nature.
You may want to ask your librarian to make these books easily accessible
and available to your class for use in connection with these "school-of-theair" broadcasts. If there is no separate nature study secton in your school
library, perhaps your class can undertake this as a project in cooperation
with your school librarian. A nature study bulletin board could be kept
near this section of books. Clippings from magazines, newspapers, and
other materials could be posted by the class.
(4)

BEACHCOMBING IS FUN

Program 45

"The sea shell has its song, the tides, the surf,
The little waves that lap against the sand;
Silence belongs to deserts and to turf;
There is no constant music of the land.
And I who love the things that serve my ear
Am happiest when there are waters near."
Water Songs-Lalia M. Thornton
GETTING READY:
Let's go down to the seashore and get a glimpse into the lives of the
sea animals that live along the shore.
WE LISTEN:
What are crustaceans?
What little sea animal made the first automobile trailer?
caterpillar tractor?

The first

Which sea animal was the inventor of the first hydraulic locomotor
system?
How many feet does a starfish have?

How does a starfish walk?

If a starfish lost one of its arms, do you think it could grow a new one?
Have you ever seen a jelly fish? What happens to it if it's washed
ashore?
How did the hermit crab get its name?
Is the horseshoe crab or king crab really a crab? What is it? Have
you ever seen a sea turtle? When? Where?
FOLLOWING UP:
Visit one of the state park beaches-Edisto Beach, Myrtle Beach or
Hunting Island. Look for seashore animals and observe their ways.
Make a collection of sea shells. Can you name all of them?
Write a humorous poem about a starfish; a hermit crab; a jelly fish;
a fiddler crab. Send your poems to Ranger Parks.
READ:

S ea Beach at Ebb-tide-Arnold
Holiday Shor e-Patch and Fenton
.The Sea for Sam--Reed and Bronson
Animals of the Seashore-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Let's Go to the Seashore-Huntington
(5)

PLANT HITCH BICKERS

Program 46

0' sun and skies and clouds of June
And flowers of June together,
Ye cannot rival for one hour
October's bright blue weather .
When all the lovely wayside things
Their white-winged seeds are sowing
And in the fields, still green and fair,
Late aftermaths are growing.
-October's Bright Blue Weather
by Helen Hunt Jackson
GETTING READY:
Nature has invented clever ways for seeds to travel by land, sea and
air. Some seed pods have intricate mechanisms that hurl seed over the
country side. Others have wings, others parachutes, and still others
"hitch-hike."
WE LISTEN:
Bring some seed pods to school for examination during the broadcast.
If you've ever made a garden you have to hoe it often to keep the
weeds out. How do the weeds get there?
How many seeds can you name that have wings? Par a chute s ?
"Prickles"?
Ranger Parks will tell you about a seed that plays baseball; about.
another that is like a football; about another with a pod like a watchspring.
Have you ever held a ripe touch-me-not seed pod in your hand? What
happened?
Some seeds catch rides on birds. How do they do this?
FOLLOWING UP:
Fal~ is the time of the year to look for ripened seed pods. See how
many kinds you can find.
Count the number of seeds in one apple.
Take one parachute seed of a dandelion and let it float in the air.
Which part of the parachute hits the ground first? Nature knows how to
plant seeds.
Examine another seed. Which end has teeth? Test your eyesight again,
Which way do the teeth point? Perhaps the teeth help anchor the seed.

READ:

Seeds and Seed Travels~Parker (Basic Science Educ, Series)
Seed Dispersal-Mathemy
(6)

NATURE'S FLYERS AND GLIDERS
Be like the bird, who
Halting in his flight
On a limb too slight
Feels it give way beneath him,
Yet sings
Knowing he hath wings.
-Wings-by Victor Hugo
GETTING READY:
One of the most beautiful and dramatic sights in nature is a sea bird
in flight. Have you ever watched brown pelicans fly in formation, and
dive into the sea for fish? Have you ever watched a gull drop mollusks
on the sand and land to get a meal?
Feathers are the most. marvelous of all flying equipment, but all animals that fly are equipped in many ways to meet their environment.
Program 47

WE LISTEN:
On the program before this one we talked about some of nature's involuntary gliders and flyers-those seeds that have wings and parachutes
and ride the air currents, involuntarily to be carried from one place to
another. Other involuntary riders of the airways are clouds, soil and sand,
&pores and pollen.
On this program we will talk about some of the voluntary riders of
the airways-those animals who can control the direction of their flying
and gliding.
GETTING READY:
We speak of "flying fish." Do these fish really fly? How?
Are there any lizards living today that can fly? Where?
There is one mammal that can fly. This mammal is also remarkable
for a highly developed "radar system." Can you name this mammal?
Long, long ago there were flying reptiles that reached their greatest
size. Their wing spread was nearly 25 feet. Look up barbs; bar buies; barbacels.
FOLLOWING UP:
Observe how different birds and insects use their wings, bodies, legs
and tails in taking off and landing. You will notice that the bodies, wings,
tails and legs of birds that are ground feeders differ from those that eat
fish or catch their food on the wing.
Find a bird's wing feather, and examine it carefully. Notice the hoi-·
low shaft filled with air. Rub the feather back and forth between your
thumb and forefinger to see how the barbs and barbules can be smoothed
back in place and hooked together by the barbacels.
Read or tell stories of vanished species of birds or reptiles; or birds
that have been greatly reduced in number.
READ:
Animal Travels-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Animals of Yesterday-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Adaptation to Environment-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Field Guide to the Birds-(Eastern Species) Roger Tory Peterson
South Carolina Bird Life-Sprunt and Chamberlain
Bird Flight-Aymar
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CATERPILLARS AND COCOONS
Brown and furry
Caterpillar in a hurry
Take your walk
To the shady leaf or stalk
Or what not,
Which may be the chosen spot
No toad spy you,
Hovering bird of prey pass by you;
Spin and die,
To live again a butterfly.
-The Caterpillar
by Christina RossettA
GETTING READY:
Fall is an excellent time to study caterpillars. Most caterpillars are
the larval stage of a fmtterfly or moth; some develop into wasp-like insects
called sawflies.
Program 48

WE LISTEN:
What enemies do caterpillars have?
How do they protect themselves?
What do caterpillars eat?
Different caterpillars vary greatly in their food habits and life cycles;
some overwinter in the pupal stage and emerge as adults the following
year; others overwinter as caterpillars, and still others pass the winter
in the egg stage.
FOLLOWING UP:
There are so many kinds of caterpillars that there is no simple way
to identify them. Caterpillars can be watched wherever they are found c.n
trees or shrubs and flowers where they feed. Often they can be confined
to their food plant in the field by a screen or cloth wrapped around the
plant or branch on which they are feeding.
Find out which caterpillars are harmful to trees and shrubs.
READ:
A Lot of Insects-Lutz
Handbook of Natu~·e Study-Comstock
Strange Habits of Familiar Moths and Butterflies-Showalter

MOTH
(8)

Program 49

WINGS OF BEAUTY
From dewy lanes at morning
The grapes' sweet odors rise;
At noon the roads all flutter
With yellow butterflies . . .
from September
by Helen Hunt Jackson

GETTING READY:
Butterflies add so much beauty to any scene that it's a pleasure to get
acquainted with them and to know some of the 692 species. There are butterflies and moths wherever you explore, and right now in the fall sunshine
you will be seeing many of them.
WE LISTEN:
What are the two distinctive differences in butterflies and moths?
What is a chrysalis?
What is a complete metamorphosis?
What is the economic value of butterflies and moths in relation to
other living things?
To what is the brilliant coloring of the wings and body due?
Do you know the story of the Pronuba moth and the Yucca plant?
Why is the Pronuba moth sometimes called "the Yucca moth"?
FOLLOWING UP:
Keep a caterpillar in a cage in your classroom. A shoe box with a
piece of gauze scotch-taped over the top makes a convenient container.
Feed the caterpillar on the same kind of leaves on which you find it. Be
sure to provide an abundant supply of fresh leaves, and a twig or leaves
on which to build its cocoon. Soon you may see the caterpillar spin itself
into its retreat, and finally emerge as a butterfly.
Study a specimen of a butterfly or moth. To what part of the body
are the legs and wings attached? How many legs has it? What is the
structure of the wing?
READ:

S ix Legged Neighbors-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Insects and Their Ways-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
The Butterfly Book-Holland
The Moth Book-Holland
How to Know Butterflies-Comstock and Comstock
National Geogmphic Magazine-August, 1952
(9)

THE MAN BEHIND THE TREE

Program 50

What do we plant when we plant the tree?
We plant the ship which will cross the sea,
We plan the mast to carry the sails,
We plant the planks to withstand the galesThe keel, the keelson, the beam and kneeWe plant the ship when we plant the tree.
What do we plant when we plant the tree?
We plant the houses for you and me.
We plant the rafters, the shingles, the floors,
We plant the studding, the lath, the doors,
The beams and siding, all parts that be,
We plant the house when we plant the tree.
What do we plant when we plant the tree?
A thousand things that we daily see.
We plant the spire that out-towers the crag,
We plant the staff for our country's flag,
We plant the shade from the hot sun free:
We plant all these when we plant the tree.
from-What Do We Plant When We Plant The T1·ee ?
by Henry Abbey
GETTING READY:
According to South Carolina Law, the first Friday in December is
observed as Arbor Day, and the week in which this occurs is observed as
Conservation Week. This year Arbor Day is December 5. Does Arbor Day
fall on the same date each year?
Have your class arrange an auditorium program for one day during
Conservation Week, preferably on Arbor Day. The following is a suggested program :
SONG (one): "America"; "America, the Beautiful"; "Trees"; "God Bless
America"; "Made of Wood".
INVOCATION:

......
;p~-

Only J.OU can
PREVENT
WOODS FIRES!
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SCRIPTURE READING (one): Joel 1:19-20; Isaiah 5:24; Exodus 22:6;
Isaiah 44:14.
READING: Conservation Week Proclamation.
POEM (one): "The Tree Planter," Stanley Foss Bartless; "A Forest Recessional," after Kipling; "Requeim," Irene Welch Grissom; "Pine
Needles," William H. Hayne.
MUSIC: Arrange for special music to add variety in case bad weather
postpones tree planting ceremony.
ESSAY: "Why We Should Prevent Woods Fires" an original essay to be
prepared by a pupil or member of group.
TALK: "The Importance of Tree" to Everyone" (by some informed guest
speaker).
RECITATION: "Why We Keep Arbor Day"-for seven children.
READING: "An Arbor Day Tree'-for four small children.
ADDRESS: Mayor or distinguished guest.
CEREMONY: Planting the tree and dedication of the tree or forest. (Suggestion: Have the hole dug before program is to start).
SONG: One of the above-music furnished by high school band.
BENEDICTION: Prepare your own program from these suggestions.
Copies of a booklet, "Poems, Prose and Songs of Trees and Woodland
for South Carolina" can be obtained from your county ranger, district
forester, or State Forester.
WE LISTEN:
Today Ranger Parks will tell us about Arbor Day and Conservation
week, and we will visit the Horace L. Tilghman Forest Tree Nursery
operated by the S. C. State Commission of Forestry.

-;

FOLLOWING UP:
Does your school have a Conservation Week or Arbor Day program
each year? Have any of you ever planted a tree? Have your parents ever
planted any trees?
On the blackboard make a list of some things made from trees ..
Make a list of some of the enemies of trees (fire, insects, diseases,
lightning, destructive cutting, etc.)
Write a composition on the subject "What I Can Do In Conservation."
Does the Vocational Agriculture Class of your high school have a
school forest? If so, make arrangements for your class to visit the school
forest and have the vocational agriculture teacher explain what it is
used for.
Make a game of listing as many things as you can in the classroom
that are made from trees.
Perhaps your class could arrange a trip to visit the forest tree nursery located near Wedgefield in Sumter County. The nurseryman will be
glad to show you around.
( 11)

MEET SMOKEY BEAR
Program 51
"With a Ranger's hat and shovel and a pair of dungarees
You will find him in the forest always sniffin' at the breeze
People stop and pay attention when he tells 'em to beware
'Cause everybody knows that he's the Fire Preventin' Bear.
Smokey the Bear, Smokey the Bear,
Prowlin' and a growlin' and a sniffin' the air.
He can find a fire before it starts to flame
That's why they call him Smokey, that was how he got his name.
-from song Smokey The Bear, published by Hill and Range Songs,Inc.
GETTING READY:
One of the most familiar animals in America is Smokey the Bear.
As the symbol of the nation-wide Cooperative Forest Fire Prevention Campaign Smokey's picture has appeared on posters, bookmarks, blotters, and
booklets all over the United States. Have you ever seen Smokey's picture
on a poster in your school? Each year the ranger in each county in South
Carolina distributes posters, bookmarks, blotters, and other materials to
schools to bring Smokey's message to remind you that "Only You Can
Prevent Forest Fires."
Today Ranger Parks will tell you about Smokey Bear. You will hear
Smokey tell "The Story of the Three People." You will hear the new song
"Smokey the Bear."
WE LISTEN:
In South Ca1·olina there are 3 main causes of forest fires - men,
women, and children. People cause 99 % of the forest fires in South Caro.
lina each year. Less than 1 % are caused by lightning. If people start most
fires, they can prevent them. Ranger Parks will tell you about some things
you can do to help Smokey Bear prevent forestl fires.
FOLLOWING UP:
If you have not received posters, bookmarks and blotters from your
county ranger, call him and ask him to bring some to you.
Children can help prevent forest fires by observing Smokey Bear's
rules for fire prevention, and by r eminding their parents and others to be
careful too.
The words and music of the song "Smokey the Bear" will be printed
in the November-December issue of Forestry and Park Notes. Maybe the
children would like to learn this song.
READ:
Forestry and Park Notes-September 1950 issue
Forest1·y and Park Notes-November-December 1952 issue

(12)

Program 52

CHRISTMAS GREENS AND CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
"At Christmas time we deck the hall
With holly branches brave and tall,
With sturdy pine and hemlock bright,
And in the yule-log's dancing light
We tell old tales of field and fight
At Christmas Time"
-Old English Carol

GETTING READY:
In the myths and legends of our Indo-European ancestors, over two
thousand years before the birth of Christ, we find the origin of decorating
with holly, laurel, mistletoe and pine boughs to celebrate the happiest season of the year, the Yule-tide.
After the birth of Christ, these evergreens were used as symbols of
resurrection and of immortal hope.
This broadcast will feature the legends and myths of the holly and
mistletoe, the yulelog, and the Christmas tree.
We will talk about good conservation in gathering our Christmas
evergreens.
WE LISTEN:

.,

Why do we kiss under the mistletoe? What is the Yule-log? Why
should a piece of the yule log be left over with which to start next year's
fire?
Do you know which country gave us the Christmas tree?
It is fun to gather your own Christmas greens to decorate your home,
but your collections should be made so as to cause a minimum of injury to
anything. In some parts of our country many pretty evergreens, such as
some of the club mosses have completely disappeared. Ranger Parks will
give you some helpful conservation hints, so that you can enjoy your
Christmas with a happy conscience that you have not spoiled Nature at
its best.
Because many listeners commented so favorably on Ranger Parks'
Christmas program presented last year, he is repeating the program, with
a few changes.
FOLLOWING UP:
Plant a Christmas evergreen in your school yard. Decorate your class
room tree with strings of cranberries and popcorn, small apples and walnut
shells filled with suet, and set it out in the yard for the birds to enjoy
during the holidays. If you live in town find out from the merchants and
tree vendors where they get their supply of Christmas trees to sell.
READ:

Yule-Tide in Many Lands-Pringle and Urann
Welcome Christmas-Graham
(13)

Program 53

LEGEND OF THE TWELVE MONTHS

January brings the snow,
Makes our feet and fingers glow.
February brings the rain,
Thaws the frozen lake again.
March brings breezes, loud and shrill,
To stir the dancing daffodil.
April brings the primrose sweet,
Scatters daisies at our feet.
May brings flocks of p1·etty lambs
Skipping by their fleecy dams.
June brings tulips, lilies, roses
Fills the children's hands with posies.
Hot July brings cooling showers
Apricots and gillyilowers.
August brings the sheaves of corn,
Then the harvest home is borne.
Warm September brings the fruit,
Sportsmen then begin to shoot.
Fresh October brings the pheasant,
Then to gather nuts is pleasant.
Dull November brings the blast;
Then the leaves are whirling fast.
Chill December brings the sleet,
Blazing fire, and Christmas treat.
-The Months
by Sara Coleridge
GETTING READY:
The folk literature of America has sprung not only from our native
soil, but some of its roots are in foreign lands. Our aesthetic appreciation
of nature springs largely from the culture of foreign lands.
WE LISTEN:
No natural phenomenon is more familiar to us than the changing
seasons, and the fact that the relative positions of the earth and sun effect
these changes. But when the ancient world was young people did not know
why many things happened. All the natural happenings in the world were
of mysterious origin, so they made up legends and stories about them.
These stories because of their color and wealth of imagination which the
generations before us have so carefully stored and enriched have become
our hritage. The Story of The Twelve Months which Ranger Parks will
tell is one of these.
FOLLOWING UP:
Write some imaginative story based on a nature subject. Have, the
class dramatize it. Send some of your stories to Ranger Parks.
READ:
The Twelve Months-from The Shoemaker's Apron-Filmore
Why The Seasons-School Nature League Bulletin-Audubon Society
Determination of the Seasons-from Tales of No1·th Ame1-ican lndia11
-Thompson
( 14)

P1·ogram 54

THE FIRST CAROLINIANS

Where we walk to school each day,
Indian children used to playAll about our native land,
Where the shops and houses stand.
-Indian Children
by Annette Wynne
GETTING READY:
Many of the towns and rivers in South Carolina were named for the
Indians who occupied that territory. Recently archeologists have uncovered many more relics of these first Carolinians which tell of their culture.
Edisto Beach, Oconee, Santee, Little Pee Dee, and Cheraw State
Parks were once camping grounds for Indian tribes. The preservation and
protection of these sites is of real importance to a people who appreciate
the glories of the past.
WE LISTEN:
The Indians of the southeastern section of the United States were
more advanced than any other Indians, except those in Mexico. They
farmed, built villages and temples, and lived by a very strict religious and
moral code. Today we will get some interesting glimpses into the daily
life of our "Red Carolinians".
FOLLOWING UP:
Visit a museum to see Indian relics.
On any road map find Edisto, Oconee, Santee, Cheraw, King's Mount ain, and Little Pee Dee State Parks. Visit any of these parks and learn
about the Indians who once lived there.
Do you know of any Indian mounds that have recently been discovered? Tell the class about it.

"

READ:
Red Carolinians-Dr. Chapman Milling
Hiawatha's Childhood-Henry W. Longfellow
Tales of the American Indians-Stith Thompson
Rhythm of the Reel Men-Buttree

A large Indian mound is one of the points
of interest at Fort Watson Memorial, near Santee
State Park.

(15)

Program 55

HOW ANIMALS LIVE IN WINTER

"And they wrapped themselves all snug and warm and lay down in
their dens."
GETTING READY:
Nature has provided many ways for animals to spend the winter
months. One group migrates southward where food is more available,
another sleeps the clock around day after day in snug retreats. In South
Carolina where the winters are mild, some animals' habits are the same
the year around.
WE LISTEN:
Most birds migrate southward to spend the winter. What do the
insects, spiders, snails, and other invertebrates do? Where do the frogs
and toads and snakes spend the winter? Why?
Some animals hibernate." What does that mean? What happens to
an animal's body when it is in true hibernation?
If you removed a dormant woodchuck from its winter quarters to a
warm room for an hour, what would happen?
FOLLOWING UP:
To get the most fun out of field trips, you must know where to look
for animals-whether they are hibernating or having to find food and
shelter from day to day. Uncover a meadow mouse's runway. Follow a
mole's tunnel.
Make models of animal homes or habitats.
Make plaster casts of animal footprints.
Sketch the animals you see.
See if you can identify the tracks of at least ten different kinds of
animals or birds you find.
READ:
Field Book of Animals in Winte?·-Morgan
Animal Homes-Mason

School groups and families can enjoy picnicking at
State Parks all year 'round.

( 16)
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Program 56

TERRARIUMS AS A HOBBY
"And Nature, the old nurse, took
The child upon her knee,
Saying: "Here is a story-book
Thy father has written for thee."
-Longfellow to Agassiz

'

GETTING READY:
The liverworts and mosses are among the most primitive plants of
today-that is, the ones most like the first plants that grew upon the earth.
Ages ago, the mosses grew like giant trees-sometimes they grew to be
75 feet tall! Although today the mosses grow only a few inches high and
iive toegther in colonies, they have made it possible for other vegetation
such as our seed-producing trees to grow upon the earth. Lichens can live
on dry rocks where no other plants can live. They make some of the rocks
crumble and sooner or later they die or decay. The tiny bits of rock and
decaying lichens make a little soil on the rocks, and after awhile there is·
enough soil for other plants to grow on.
WE LISTEN:
A terrarium is a "woodland garden under glass." It is not only a
lovely thing to have in your classroom or home, but is an excellent way to
study the tiny mosses and lichens that help in controlling soil erosion.
Ranger Parks will tell you how terrariums were discovered, and how
valuable they have been in transporting rare and delicate plants from one
place to another-even from one country to another. He will tell you steps
to follow in preparing your terrarium. What is the meaning of propagate?
Spores?

'

FOLLOWING UP:
Learn the common mosses of your region. There are many valuable
studies yet to be made on these plants. Some mosses among the !yeopodiums have become quite rare. Learn which ones are and help to protect them.
Take field trips and study the different mosses and lichens to be
found in different habitats.
Experiment with growing mosses in a terrarium. Some kinds grow
very well and others do not. Why?
Keep a record of the different dates on which moss "fruits" or spores
bearing plants become ready to shed spores. Very little of this type of
scientific data is available for different parts of the country.
READ:
Gardens in Glass-Andrews
How to Know The Mosses-Conrad
Garden Indoors-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Life Through the Ages-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
(17)

Program 57

.. ,;rA TER, WATER, EVERYWHERE"
"V\1 ater, water everywhere,
~or

any drop to drink."
The Ancient Mariner
by S. T. Coleridge

GETTING READY:
This is the story of the ground water storage, and how man by his
carelessness is in danger of losing one of the most important sources of
supply on which all life depend s.
WE LISTEN:
Have you ever dug a well with a spade and shovel?
What were some of the things the early pioneers looked for when
choosing a piece of farm land, or establishing a settlement?
Do you know how many gallons of water it takes to produce an ear
of corn? A slice of bread? A helping of potatoes? A pound of steak?
Sometimes a well or a spring goes dry. Why?
If a marsh is drained, what happens to the water table?
What happens to the wild life?
Can a forest have any effect on the underground water supply? How?
FOLLOWING UP:
Find out the source of your city'~; water supply.
Visit the nearest waterworks.
If a ditch has been drained in your area, do you think man has improved on nature?
READ:
The Em·th's Changing Surface-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Saving Our Wildlife-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Water-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)

.....
Flowing wells are one of the features of Lee State Park

(18)

Program 58

RAIN ON THE ROOF

"Why do we murmur and complain
When rain comes pouring down?
Why do we blame the weatherman,
When things are wet in town?
There must be water from the sky
To stimulate the soil
And bring about the healthy crops
For which our farmers toil.
~

It is a blessing to receive
That moisture from the air
To fill the lakes and drinking wells
And keep the flowers fair

We have umbrellas and we have
Our raincoats and our boots
To shed the water and protect
Our dresses and our suits.
There is no reason to complain
Or wear an ugly frown,
Why, just imagine if the rain
Came UP instead of DOWN!"
The Good of Rain
by James J. Metcalfe

GETTING READY:
The weather is of interest to us all, either as the most common topic
of conversation, as a source of pleasure or disappointment on a holiday,
or, for many people, a serious concern which affects their very lives and
their means of earning a living.
One of the most obvious and important factors of weather is rain,
which this program will be about.
WE LISTEN:
On this program Ranger Parks will play a Decca record - story
"What Makes Rain". You wil1 hear the "Song of the Raindrops".
FOLLOWING UP:
Make a list of some of the uses of water.
Did this program help you to better understand what causes rain?
Do the children know any weather proverbs? Using some of these proverbs,
try forecasting the weather for a week. Reading additional books will give
a better understanding of the "whys" of weather and will add to the accuracy of your forecasts .
You may learn such things as how clouds stay up in the sky, why
certain clouds bring rainstorms, how raindrops are formed, what thunder
and lightning are, and many other things.
When youngsters become interested in this game of forecasting the
weather, you will see fear of a thunderstorm give way to understanding of
it and wise prudence; the disappointment of postponing a picnic or trip
will be lessened when they themselves have predicted the rain; their understanding of nature will grow as they become more familiar with the
wind and clouds, the rain and snow, and the other phenomena which make
up our daily weather.
READ:
The Ways of the Weather-Bertha Morris Parker
Clouds, Rain, and Snow-Bertha Morris Parker
Ask the Weatherman-Bertha Morris Parker
Why The Weather?-C. F . Brooks
Knowing the Weather-T. M. Longstreth
Clouds, Air, and Wind--Eric Sloane
Everyone's Book of the Weather-A. F. Williams
( 19)

l>rogram 59

LET'S TALK TURKEY
In Puritan New England
A year had passed away
Since first beside the Plymouth Coast
the English Mayflower lay,
When Bradford, the good Governor
sent fowlers forth to snare
The turkey and the wild fowl
to increase the scanty fare:
-from The First Thanksgiving Day
by Alice Williams Brotherton

GETTING READY:
Since the first Thanksgiving Day when the Pilgrims feasted and gave
thanks to God for all the bounties that this new land had bestowed upon
them, the wild turkey has become a symbol of our own Thanksgiving day.
This "noblest bird in American history" is not as·. abundant as it was in
1621, and we feel alarm for its safety. It is now extinct in many states.
WE LISTEN:
Do you know how this American bird got the name of "turkey"?
Why do you suppose it is called the "King of the game birds"?
The Indians ate wild turkey, of course, but they valued its feathers
more than the meat. For what did they use the feathers?
Where are wild turkeys found in South Carolina? When does the
hunting season for turkeys open? When does it close? What is the bag
limit? What can we do here to protect the wild turkey?
Harry Hampton, President of the South Carolina Wildlife Federation, and an expert turkey caller, will be a guest on this program. Listen
as he demonstrates the art of turkey calling.
FOLLOWING UP:
Visit a turkey farm and learn about the difficulties in raising domestic turkeys.
Learn all you can about the South Carolina Wildlife Federation
and what this organization is doing to conserve our wildlife. You can help!
READ:

South Carolina Bird Life-Sprunt and Chamberlain
Children of Swamp and Wood-Archibald Rutledge
(20)
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Program 60

SNAKES ALIVE
The moon's a little prairie dog,
He shivers through the night.
He sits upon his hill and cries
For fear that I will bite.
The sun's a broncho. He's afraid
Like every other thing,
And trembles morning, noon and night,
Lest I should spring, and sting!
-What The Rattlesnake Said
by Vachel Lindsay

GETTING READY:
Most people generally dislike snakes and the general practice is to
destroy them at every opportunity. The dislike seems ta go back to soms
of the old superstitions that associate snakes with evil.
WE LISTEN:
In Greek mythology, who was Aesculapius?
Today, why does the Medical Corps insignia have a serpent coiled
about a staff?
What did the Indians believe about snakes?
How many kinds of snakes are there, and how many live in South
Carolina?
How many poisonous ones live in South Carolina?
Do you think that the pilot snake acts as a pilot or guide for rattle.
snakes?
How can you distinguish between the harmful and harmless snakes?
What is the only sure way to recognize the poisonous coral snake?
If you were bitten by a poisonous snake what is the first thing you
should do?

FOLLOWING UP:
Discuss in the classroom any experiences you've had with snakes,
Visit a museum and learn to identify the poisonous snakes.
READ:
Reptiles-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
Field Book of Snakes-Schmidt and Davis
(21)

Program 61

LITTLE SIR ECHO
"Little Sir Echo how do you do
Hello - - - - - hello . . . . .
You're a nice little fellow I know by your voice,
But you're always so far away"
-from song "Little Sir Echo".

GETTING READY:
Today Ranger Parks will tell us some interesting facts about sounds
of various kinds. He will tell about sounds in the air, water, and through
the ground. He will tell some things about different kinds of sounds
made by various animals.
WE LISTEN:
You can easily c a I cuI ate how far awa y light ning strikes. Here
is the rule: when you see the lightning, use a watch to count the seconds
until the sound of the thunder reaches you. The sound of thunder travels
about 1 mile in 5 seconds. If the sound takes 10 seconds to reach you, the
lightning strike was 2 miles away.
FOLLOWING UP:
There are many simple experiments you can perform in the classroom. You will find many of these listed in the science books in your
library.
If any of the children in the class have small musical instruments,
have them bring them to class. Find out what vibrates in the various
instruments to cause the sound. Show how the pitch of the sounds can be
changed. Make a tin-can telephone and use it.
READ:

Sound-Bertha Morris Parker (Basic Science Education Series)

(22)

Program 62

THE WORLD'S OLDEST PAPER FACTORY

GETTING READY:
What would you think if you should discover a ghost city where ten
thousand inhabitants had toiled in the sun and then suddenly all died?
You would probably be surprised-who wouldn't? Yet this has probably
happened to you many times if you ~. pend much time in the woods during
the winter.
The large nests of hornets and yellowjackets are such "cities". Perhaps we should call t!lem ghost towns. As a matter of fact, the hornets
are the world's first and oldest paper makers. Long ago the Egyptians
used papyrus as a medium upon which to record human thoughts. But
even then, hornets were old at the craft-so old in fact , that fossil wasp
and hornet nests have been found in ancient rocks.
WE LISTEN:
Wasps, ants, bees, and other "social insects" are among the most
interesting members of the insect world.
FOLLOWING UP:
Have any members of your class seen any wasp or hornet nests?
you can find one bring it to school for the class to study.

If

READ:
Ways of the Six-footed-Anna B. Comstock
Wasp Studies Afield-Rau
Field Book of Insects-F. E. Lutz

The fiber for paper making is obtained from trees
or weathered boards. Here
a worker hornet gathers
fiber which she will mix
with saliva for nest con·
struction.
(23)

Program 63

TREES WITH BEARDS

GETTING READY:
Have someone in the class bring some Spanish Moss to the classroom
so that all members of the class can see and feel this unusual plant.
Ranger Parks will tell some interesting facts about this widely-known
but little understood plant of the Southland.
WE LISTEN:
Is Spanish moss a native of Spain? Is it a moss?
Is Spanish moss a parasite? Does this plant have flowers? Does
Spanish moss damage the trees it grows on?
Does Spanish moss have any commercial uses?
The American Indians had colorful, descriptive names for the plants
and animals they knew. The Choctaw Indians called this plant "lta-okla",
meaning tree hair.
FOLLOWING UP:
Look up: parasite; epiphyte
You can see Spanish Moss at many of South Carolina's State Parks.
Locate these state parks on the map: Myrtle Beach, Hunting Island,
Edisto Beach, Givhans Ferry, Rivers Bridge Confederate Memorial, Santee,
Aiken, Barnwell. Poinsett, Lee.

Moss-draped oaks at Givhans Ferry State Park
(24)

Program 64

GREEN MAGIC
"If chlorophyll cures every ill

It is my expectation
That it would pay to run some day
A chlorophylling station".
GETTING READY:
The green coloring matter of plants has interested many people from
many different angles, but few people fully realize its importance to life.
It's pretty, all right, but the tiny miracle produced over and over in leaf
cells has a fascination like few other things in nature. The process that
goes on in the green leaves of plants is the only place in the universe
where non-living matter is changed into living matter.
Ranger Parks will tell about some of the more interesting aspects of
this strange and wonderful substance "chlorophyll" in today's story which
he calls "Green Magic".
WE LISTEN:
The word "chlorophyll" is from two Greek words meaning "green
leaf". It might just as well have been named "life giver", because that is
what it does. Without it we couldn't eat or breathe or live.
Lately most of us have heard a lot about chlorophyll. In recent
months many chlorophyll products have come on the market. Chlorophyll
has been used on bandages, in dog food, shampoo, soap, toothpaste, deodorants, chewing gum, and tablets for sweetening the breath.
Scientists have been able to analyze and utilize chlorophyll, but so
far, they have not been able to duplicate the process carried out in the
green leaves of plants. As yet only God can make a tree and only chlorophyll can perform its magic.
FOLLOWING UP:
All animals, and even plants that are not green depend on green
plants for food. Explain how.
Watch the aquatic plants in an aquarium sometime when the sun is
shining. Notice the tiny bubbles of oxygen rising from the plants.
READ:
Plant Factories-Bertha Morris Parker
Plant World--Bertha Morris Parker

American Elm

t. ~~-,,
Red Maple

Carolina Poplar
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Program 65

BIRDS ARE GOOD NEIGHBORS

GETTING READY:
"A bird in the hand is not worth two-or two dozen-to those in the
bush as a nature experience." Birds are the guardians of our forests and
gardens, destroying insect pests and devouring large quantities of weed
seeds. Not only do they work for us, but the happiness they give in song
and color is ours for loving and protecting them.
WE LISTEN:
Hawks and owls have been called "aerial bandits"? Do you think
hawks and owls are useful bird citizens?
Can you identify the Eastern Meadowlark? The Peewee? The King~
bird? The Goldfinch? The Nighthawk? The Bobwhite? The Mourning
Dove?
Listen for the calls of the Peewee, the Eastern Meadowlark, the
Vesper Sparrow, and the Mourning Dove.
FOLLOWING UP:
It is easy to attract birds to the spots where you wish to observe
Just provide them with shelter and water and a feeding tray.
You can find simple plans for making wooden bird houses. Or hang
up gourds with a hole cut in one side for the flycatchers to nest.
Bird feeding tables should be shallow wooden trays set in a place
where cats can't reach. Yur bird's menu may consist of apples, grains,
cereals, bread crumbs, suet, etc.
Bird migration is an urge most characteristic of spring and fall. It
has been said that there is not a spot in the country over which migrating
birds do not fly. Keep a check list of the birds you see this spring.

them.

READ:
Birds-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
South Carolina Bird Life-Sprunt and Chamberlain
How To Attract The Birds-Lemmon
Some Common Birds Useful To the Farmer-Conservation Bulletin
18, Fish & Wildlife Service, U. S. Department of the Interior

~(

~\
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Program 66

PLANT UNTOUCHABLES
"Leaflets three
Turn and flee.
Leaflets five
Let it thrive."

GETTING READY:
Every child shuld be able to recognize the few poisonous plants of
our state. Today Ranger Parks will tell us about these "plant untouchables".
Since it is not advisable to bring the plants themselves into the class·
room, for obvious reasons, it might be well for the teacher to locate some
poison oak or poison ivy plants on the school grounds or nearby. Then
the class can be taken to see these plants.
Illustrations of poison oak and poison ivy can be found in science
books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and books on plants. Have these illustrations in the classrom during the program. You might want to make
an enlarged drawing of poison oak on the blackboard.
WE LISTEN:
Note carefully how you can identify the "plant untouchables".
What causes the poisoning?
Can a person be poisoned without actual contact with the plant? How?
Is there any season of the year when the plants are not poisonous?
What kind of fruit do these "untouchables" have?
Can birds eat them without being poisoned?
FOLLOWING UP:
Locate a patch of poison ivy or poison sumac and take the class to
see the plants.
Do you know any r·e medies for ivy poisoning? As is so often the
case, "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure". The best advice
is: Don't get poisoned. This little rhyme wil help you remember how to
recognize and avoid these poisonous pants: "Leaflets three, turn and
flee".
READ:
Poison Ivy, Poison Oak and Poison Sumac-USDA Farmers Bulletin
No. 1972
Nature Magazine-November 1950, Pages 473-480
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Program 67

FISH BY THE MILLION

GETTING READY
Today Ranger Parks will take us on a visit to the Cheraw Fish Culture Station located near Cheraw State Park. This station is a fish hatchery operated by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Find drawings or photographs of Bluegill, also known as bream or
copper-nosed bream. Thhis is the kind of fish Ranger Parks will be talking about principally.
WE LISTEN:
Did you know that various agencies of our state and federal governments raise various kinds of fish for stocking the lakes and streams of our
state?
Did you know that many fish build nests? How can you tell hoY
old a fish is ?
FOLLOWING UP:
Find out if there is a fish hatchery located near you. If so, arrange
to take your class there on a visit.
READ:
Beginner's Guide to F1·eshwater Life-Leon A. Hausman
Field Book of Ponds and Streams-Ann H. Morgan
Fishes-Bertha Morris Parker
Bobby Bluegill; Billy Bass; Tommy Trout-These 3 books by R. W.
Eschmeyer are books in the True-To-Life series available from Fisherman
Press, Inc., of Oxford, Ohio.
Fresh Water Fis~Joe Godfrey, Jr. (This pocket size book is sold at
6 & lOc Stores).

WINTER

MARK
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Program 68

GOLDEN NECTAR
I know
Where the wind flowers blow!
I know
I have been
Where the wild honey bees
Gather honey for their queen!

GETTING READY:
From the beginning of human history to the present man has enjoyed honey. Over 15 million years ago, an artist drew on the walls of a cave
in Spain a picture of his Stone Age brother robbing a nest of wild honey.
Honey is a mysterious food still. It is one of the wonders of naturethe product of an intricate relation between bees, the most intelligent of all
insects, and flowers, the loveliest part of nature's green world.
WE LISTEN:
Because of the purity of honey, it has been used since ancient days
as symbols in wedding ceremonies. "Honey-moon" is one. Can you think
of others?
Do you know how many trips a worker bee has to make to gather
nectar to make one pound of honey?
Do bees have ears?
Do you think they can distinguish colors?
Are honey bees and bumble bees and wasps related?
What is the life span of a worker bee?
Look up the word olfactory.
Where are the olfactory plates on a honey bee located?
What is an apiary? An apiarist?
FOLLOWING UP:
Visit an apiary. If a neighboring bee keeper has an empty hive he
will probably be glad to come and show it to your class.
Study a single bee specimen. Draw it for your science book.
Watch honey bees in the fields. How far into a flower do they go?
READ:
Insect Societies-Parker (Basic Science Educ. Series)
The Golden Throng-Teale
The Sacred Bee In Ancient Times and Folklo1·e-Ransome
Beekeeping-Phillips

DRONE

WORKER
(29)

QUEEN

Program 69

JOHN JAMES AUDUBON

GETTING READY:
In 1886 Dr. George Grinnell, then editor of Forest and Stream, formed a society for the study and protection of birds and called it the "Audubon Society". By 1905 so many states and local clubs were interested that
the National Association of Societies for the Protection of Wild Birds and
Animals was organized and incorporated in the State of New York. The
long title has since been shortened to National Audubon Society.
There could hardly have been a better name selected for this organization than that of John James Audubon, a great naturalist, and one of the
best observers and painters of bird life. He was also among the first to
voice the need of wildlife protection.

WE LISTEN:
From boyhood, John James Auduboh, spent every moment he could
in the open, observing birds, sketching and painting them. It later became
his ambition to make life sized paintings of every bird in North America.
After many years of hardships and adventures in the American wilderness
country searching for new birds, he finally realized his ambition and completed his life sized water colors of 435 birds and had them published in
four volumes called "Birds of America".
He came to South Carolina in 1831, and with his friend Dr. John
Bachman contributed greatly to the scientific fame of this state. While
working with Dr. Bachman, Audubon discovered the King Rail and the
Rough winged Swallow, and named the Bachman's warbler and Bachman's
Sparrow.
Ranger Parks will tell the thrilling life story of John James Audubon,
and trace his adventurous wanderings over North America.

FOLLOWING UP:
Audubon Junior Clubs are an important part of the program of the
National Audubon Society. The society promotes interest in nature study
for the protection and conservation of all forms of wildlife. Perhaps
your school could sponsor an Audubon Junior Club. Write to the National
Audubon Society, 1000 Fifth Avenue, New York 28, N. Y.

READ:

Young Audubon---Boy Naturalist-Mason
A udubon-Rouke
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Program 70

WILD FLOWERS ALONG THE TRAIL
"Of what are you afraid, my child?"
inquired the kindly teacher.
"0 sir! the flowers, they are wild,"
replied the timid creature.
-Wild Flowers
by Peter Newell

GETTING READY:
About 200,000 species
throughout the world. We
South Carolina would show
over six hundred species of

of plants have been catalogued and described
are told that a complete survey of plants of
a total of over 2100. At Poinsett State Park
plants can be found.

WE LISTEN:
We may think of wild flowers in terms of daisies, goldenrods, chickweeds and some of the more common wild flowers that we see without
seeking. But some of our wild flowers are becoming quite rare. Not
only do they give great beauty and interest to our state, but they have
quite a history. Many of the wild plants are natives of other countries.
Some got here by accident, some were brought over by the early settlers,
some relate legends. So it is necessary that we learn to know and appreciate so rare a heritage that we may help in the protection of these beautiful and interesting wild plants of South Carolina.
Today we will go over one of the nature study trails at Poinsett State
Park, and will see how plants of the hill country and the low country live
together on this thousand acre sanctuary. Then we can begin to understand how the ability of plants to live and work under adverse conditions
and to adjust themselves to their environment is one of the marvels of
creation.
FOLLOWING UP:
Write to Mr. F. Marion Dwight, Superintendent, Poinsett State Park,
Wedgefield, S. C. and arrange with him to take your class over the nature
study trail to see the wild flowers that grow there.
Make a field trip in your own community and learn to know all the
wild flowers in that section. Find out what flowers in your area need
protection. For helpful information write to: Wildflower Preservation
Society, 3740 Oliver Street, Washington 15, D. C.
Adopt a flower of your own, keep a record of it, showing when it
blooms, when its seed is ripe. It would be interesting to gather some of
the seeds and plant them.
READ:

Field Book of American Wildflowers-Mathews
Beginner's Guide to Wild Flowers-Housman
(31)

Program 71

RANGER PARKS' NATURE QUIZ

GETTING READY:
Today Ranger Parks plans to conduct a Nature Quiz, with several
school children as contestants. You can arrange to have your class participate by asking them to hold up their hands when they know the answer
to the question asked.
For a more interesting game, choose up two teams from members of
the class. Score 10 points for the side that answers each question first.

WE LISTEN:
Some of the questions Ranger Parks will ask are based on material
covered in previous broadcasts. Others will be simple questions that can
be answered from general knowledge.
"The world is so full of a number of things" that it is only natural
for a teacher, a pupil, or anyone with an inquiring mind to think of many
questions about the wonders of nature. Nobody knows all the answers, so
don't be discouraged in your attempts at nature study. Finding the answers to questions can be as much fun as knowing answers. Teachers and
pupils can make a game of discovering answers together, and the experience of finding out the "hows" and "whys" can be very helpful and beneficial to boys and girls as they go through life.

FOLLOWING UP:
You may find it fun to make up your own nature quiz and conduct a.
quiz in your classroom.
This program concludes the 3rd year of Ranger Parks broadcasts.
If you and your pupils enjoy the programs and find them helpful in school
work, Ranger Parks would like to hear from you. If you have any comments or suggestions, they too will be welcome, and will be helpful in
planning future programs.
The radio stations that carry these programs have donated air time
without charge. These stations will be glad to have your comments about
the programs.
Your comments will be helpful in determining whether or not this
experimental series of "school-of-the-air" programs will be continued. We
hope you have found the programs worthwhile and we hope we will have
the opportunity to bring you a new series of programs in nature, science,
conservation and history during the next school year.
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